These Minutes were reviewed and approved at the December 10, 2020 Marin Disaster Council
Meeting.

MARIN OPERATIONAL AREA
DISASTER & CITIZEN CORPS COUNCIL
COUNTY OF MARIN \

1600 Los Gamos Drive, Suite 200, San Rafael, CA 94903-4189 (415) 473-6584
FAX (415) 473-7450

Minutes of the September 10, 2020 Meeting

The Regular meeting of the Marin Operational Area Disaster and Citizen Corps Council (DC3) was
held digitally on Thursday, September 10, 2020, in compliance of local and state shelter in place
orders as allowed by Governor Newsom’s Executive Order N-29-20. DC3 will not be providing in
person meetings until further notice. The Council and Public have been given instructions on how to
join and participate in these meetings.
Council Members Present: Dennis Rodoni, Joe Chinn, Michael Grant, Garry Lion, Stephen
Marcotte, Peter Mendoza, Mohamed Osman, Adriana Rabkin, Ed Schulze, Frederick Stemmler,
Vincent Valenzuela, Bill Tyler, Jay Hubert, Chris Reilly, Jason Weber, and Catherine Way.
Council Members Excused: Chris Choo and Michael McDermott.
1. CALL TO ORDER
Marin County Supervisor Dennis Rodoni ("Chair") called the meeting to order at 3:06 p.m. The
meeting was held virtually.

APPROVAL OF June 11, 2020 MINUTES
The Chair asked for a Motion to Approve the June 11, 2020 minutes after a quorum was
met. As submitted to the Council, with no corrections and no additions, the Minutes were
adopted.
Motion: Lion / Second: Mendoza
AYES: ALL
2. CHANGES TO AGENDA: None.
3. Presentations:
Marin Recovers, by Angela Nicholson
Dr. Willis and I will give an update on the COVID response. We were anticipating on moving to the “red”
tier, which is the second tier in the California Governor’s new framework and blueprint for reopening.
However, upon review of our data, the State has decided not to move us along. We are in conversations
with the State to have this data reviewed again so we can move to the red tier.
We do not want to set up expectations for people until we receive final notification from the State that we
are indeed moving to the red tier. We are currently in the purple tier. Our businesses were devastated to
hear that we would not be moving to the red tier sooner, but we have been working with our partners on
how to respond and reconfigure business plans to make them safe as possible.
As Dr. Willis will report, we are seeing a flattening of our curve which is really exciting. We have done a
lot of work with Marin Recovers and getting people the information they need. We are also making sure
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that people understand that just because something is open, it does not mean that you should be out in
public in those spaces all the time. It’s still very important to social distance, wear a mask, and wash your
hands in order to stop the spread in our community.
COVID-19 Update, by Dr. Matt Willis
Angela summarized the essence of the California blueprint, which is a new framework that the Governor
announced for offering more specific guidance to counties with four different tiers. Tier 1 consists of the
counties with the highest incidents and Tier 4 contains the lowest incidents. There are corresponding
strategies and shelter in place policies based on those tiers that the State has put in place.
Current Statistics:
 As of September 8, 2020 – 4,130 cases
 Approximately 73,000 individuals have been tested
 142 hospitalizations
 73 deaths
 Information for those in living facilities, long term care:
o 418 communal cases among patients
o 29 staff cases
o 63 deaths of the 73 total deaths
Angela was talking about flattening our curve. This refers to reducing the number of new cases per day
from the beginning of March to now. There was an increase during the beginning of May as we started to
slowly reopen services in the County which was expected. After that, there were sequential reopenings
every two weeks with a corresponding increase in transmission. We started making progress through a
combination of strategies – aggressive testing, contact tracing, and understanding our risks better. We
started seeing decreases in July because of this.
We are now entering flu season. Our hospitalization rates for COVID-19 aren’t particularly high, but the
kind of care that is required for COVID patients are an ICU bed and potentially a ventilator. This is a lot
like the care we would need for critical influenza. Every year, because of seasonal influenza, we do see
surges from influenza. It is not uncommon at the peak of flu season for our ICUs to be full. The last thing
we need is an additional surge due to COVID-19 because we do not have the capacity.
There has been a lot of discussion about preventing COVID surge, but now we have to factor in the coincidence of influenza as well. On the individual level, if someone has influenza and also becomes
infected with COVID, it is more likely to have a severe outcome such as death. Getting a flu shot is very
important in this case. We want to make sure we can act on things in our power since there is so much
that we do not have control over.

Questions:
Peter Mendoza, AFN Representative, asked if there is any outreach for the disabled community or
those with difficulties with travel for services to come to their homes to provide flu shots. Dr. Willis stated
that those with these issues are mostly supported by In Home Support Services (IHSS) or through their
own healthcare provider. Roughly half of Marin County are Kaiser patients. Kaiser has its support
structures for patients who are unable to travel. County Public Health is provided about 3,000 flu
vaccinations to distribute. The County has about 260,000 residents. Most of these residents get their flu
shots from their healthcare, pharmacies, etc. The limited supply the County gets is reserved for these
cases you are addressing – congregate living facilities and shelters, where we can send Public Health
nurses with the vaccine to vaccinate everyone at once. Historically, this has been our strategy and we
are in the process of developing a schedule for this year.
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Catherine Way, Marin Council of Mayors & Councilmembers, stated that some corporations are
sending their employees home with COVID testing kits. If they are Marin residents, are these results
getting passed along to the County?
Dr. Willis said that yes, but it becomes a data management issue. More testing is good, however we
experienced an undercount of testing partially due to this issue. We get credit with the State for all the
testing we conduct. This data is factored into the tier system which places the County in a specific tier. In
order to be counted correctly, they need to submit the testing information electronically for it to be
recognized.
Ed Schulze, District 5 Representative, asked if there were any lessons learned from the outbreak from
the Novato facility. Dr. Willis said that this wasn’t the first outbreak in a care facility and we definitely
apply all lessons learned for similar facilities. There are a total of sixty-eight long-term care facilities in the
County, both small and large. We work with them specifically and make sure they have the resources
they need. Any report they provide will yield a visit from us. With this Novato case, the index case was a
person who lives outside of the County. We need to make sure we are testing staff at least every two
weeks and we want to test everyone twice a week. Serial testing of everyone is the only way of staying
on top of this.
Adriana Rabkin, Marin VOAD, commented that they will push out any information provided from Public
Health in various formats, regarding the importance of flu vaccinations.
Bill Tyler, At-Large Member, commented that countries in the southern hemisphere that are
experiencing their flu seasons now have reported less flu activity. This could be due to all the COVID
precautions they were taking. Do you see this happening in our area? Dr. Willis agreed that we will
hopefully see co-benefits from COVID precautions lessening the impact of the flu. Though this helps, we
are still at risk. Dr. Lisa Santora also added in regards to the southern hemisphere, specifically Australia,
they are seeing a reduced flu presence, but they are also experiencing a second wave of COVID-19. We
are staying vigilant with our planning in order to prepare for a medical surge.

Fire Update, by Chief Jason Weber
3.1 million acres have burned or are burning across the state which is unprecedented. Fatalities are
down, but are still present unfortunately. Locally, the Woodward Fire started after a lightning siege.
These lightning sieges started a dozen fires across the county, most which were much smaller. The
largest of these began the Woodward Fire and was 17 acres in the area of Mt. Barnabe. All of the
smaller fires were extinguished with our local resources. We did have repositioned resources in place as
something we do regularly for any weather event we are anticipating. Those were very helpful in
containment in keeping these fires small. The Woodward Fire started in the wilderness area of Pt. Reyes
National Seashore and was generally inaccessible except for foot trails. This presented some
challenges. The Woodward started a little later and was either a sleeper fire or a spot fire from the 4-5
Fire which was also a lightning caused fire. It started about twenty-four hours after most of the other fires.
A lot of those fires were around homes, threatening them, or burning through them.
Resources across the state were prioritized based on life safety, property loss, and then natural
resources. From a priority standpoint, we did not have aircraft available to us when that fire broke out.
The 4-5 Fire was around ten acres; we had put our fire crews there and had a line around it. We weren’t
th
able to get hoses, water, and fire trucks out there due to accessibility. In the evening of the 18 , the fire
ran about 700 acres in the first night and became one of the major fires in the state. There is still a lot of
interior heat on it. It is around 4,900 acres and about 95% contained. For anyone who has gone out
there and seen everything, there is still a lot of interior burning.
Due to favorable weather this last weekend, it cleaned up a lot of the burn, which is called dirty burn. It
helps with smoke production. It also helped hold the fire’s containment levels and primary containment
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bounds. This allowed us to release some of the evacuation warnings that were in place. There was one
evacuation order due to the fire, making a push to the northeast portion of the fire. All in all, everything
worked out as it should have. I am happy to report that all of the pre-work that we’ve done with Sheriff’s
OES, fire, law enforcement, and others, with having things in place, made it easy to push those warnings
and orders out to the public.
In addition, an incident management team (IMT) was ordered after consultation with the National Parks
Service. The western United States was short on IMTs. We normally get an IMT from California, but in
this case, we got one from Montana. A group of about sixty people responded and helped manage the
fire and support the firefighters on the ground. They established the base camp, made sure staff was fed,
and provided showers. They also ordered other resources that fire personnel needed. Their public
information and outreach was also very helpful. The press conferences that they held were very well
received by the public. They provided detailed information that a lot of times isn’t given to the public
about fires. This is one benefit that we’ve learned from COVID – to communicate better on multiple
platforms.
The Bear Fire in Plumas County came off of the Plumas Forest down into the area of Oroville. They are
reporting structure losses of about 2,000. The fire traveled approximately thirty miles overnight. The other
major fire is in the Mendocino National Forest and is now the state’s largest fire. There are 85 major fires
burning in the western United States right now. Resources are very drawn down. Most of the smoke
we’re seeing that is producing an orange glow in Marin is predominately from those fires to the north of
us.
In terms of resources from Marin, we had about ninety Marin firefighters at the peak of the Woodward
Fire. It has scaled back with just a couple from the Marin County Fire Department assisting with the
National Park Service and the IMT. As for resources available for new fires in Marin, all of our stations
are staffed. This is typical for us in the summer time to provide mutual aid to other areas. There haven’t
been many days off for anybody in over three weeks. We currently have about three strike teams, which
is about seventeen engines, out on fires as assistance to the state. They are still experiencing structural
loss and human life threat.
Questions:
Catherine Way, Marin Council of Mayors & Councilmembers, stated the mutual aid with law
enforcement, National Park Service, and fire, was very evident in the helicopter rescue of two firefighters
by Henry 1. I think that is a very important asset and we need to continue to have that in our community.
I had a question about the COVID-19 resources; are you able to create distancing that you were hoping
to do and to create work pods? I know that this was the first large scale fire with resources out of county
that you’ve had to deal with in these conditions. Chief Weber responded that the team came with a
COVID cohort that consisted of a physician and nurse who immediately teamed up with Dr. Santora. She
was able to brief them on the COVID situation for the County and State of California since they came
from Montana, which is less impacted. They were able to provide on-site testing of firefighters and the
IMT. They implemented new procedures including remote check-in and remote demobilization from the
incident in order to reduce contact with each other. Overall, everything worked out well considering the
circumstances. Approximately 110 people were tested from the base camp and all were negative for
COVID.
Chief Bill Tyler added in terms of situational awareness, that during this red flag warning, all the Marin
fire agencies up-staffed for prepositioning. We had an additional strike team that consisted of five
engines, a strike team leader, and a task force, that were in Marin County ready to respond. There is a
huge mitigation and prevention effort in the County as well.
Chief Weber explained that the prepositioning is something the State has funded for several years.
Marin has taken advantage of this during red flag conditions to make sure extra resources are available.
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We also want to recognize the value of the Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority (MWPA). It was
questioned whether it was necessary when we voted for this in March to fund it. I believe these questions
have been answered. The State is in a very different place than it was fifteen to twenty years ago, seeing
many communities were being destroyed. A very detailed work plan was adopted by the MWPA board
with Supervisor Rodoni who co-chairs. A lot of work is already underway either in the planning process or
environmental compliance process. Over 12,000 inspections have been conducted countywide that have
assisted residents decide on what needs to be done to make defensible space around their properties.
Supervisor Rodoni thanked both Chief Weber and Chief Tyler for their leadership with this project. It
took a lot of fire leadership to get the governing board in action. We are due very soon to appoint an
executive director, hopefully in the next week or two. We are hoping to fulfill the promise to the voters
since this came from a property tax. The funding doesn’t begin until December, so we were able to
secure a $10 million loan from the County to get everything started this fiscal year.
Adriana Rabkin, Marin VOAD, asked if there was anything that fire agencies want people to be doing
right now for fire prevention. Chief Weber responded that having defensible space around your home is
very critical. Any one of the fire agencies are willing to assist with this. There are also a lot of good
resources online. FireSafe Marin, who is partnered with the MWPA, did a seminar on evacuation
preparedness. It is a good resource online and only takes an hour to watch. I get a lot of questions about
evacuations and there is a lot of fear around that. FireSafe Marin also has other good resources on their
website that I encourage the public to look at and share with each other. Chief Tyler said that neighbors
helping neighbors is also very helpful. The effort of getting neighborhoods together in order to reduce
their risk, caring for and looking after one another is important. In a big evacuation, we are all going to
rely on each other. There isn’t enough law enforcement or fire personnel to knock on everyone’s doors.
We’re all in this together.
PSPS/Extreme Weather Update, by Woody Baker-Cohn
I wanted to add one thing regarding the fires. We have been working on the evacuation plans and how
we can efficiently get the messaging out. Also we are working on a sheltering plan that COVID has made
much more difficult. We now have a solid plan for moving people to staging areas called temporary
evacuation points. Ideally, we want to get people into hotels to maintain the COVID precautions of
distancing. However, if we do need to use shelters, we have the space to make that work. The
Woodward Fire gave us an opportunity to test that and get more people trained for the process.
Thankfully it was a fairly small evacuation and not many people needed help.
We had the first PSPS for the season that initially included Marin as one of twenty-six counties that would
be affected. That changed to eighteen counties, then up to twenty-two, with Marin being removed from
the list. It was another good run through to prepare ourselves. We kept monitoring what PG&E was
doing and how other counties were reacting. As we saw last year, things changed several times. We
monitored surrounding counties, such as Sonoma and Napa, in the case mutual aid was needed or there
was a large population movement.
We did have some difficulties with how information was provided but were able to correct that. As
information comes out, we were ready to notify people with both PG&E resources, County, and
jurisdictional resources on charging stations and other services.
We’ve had extreme weather for the last couple of weeks. Because of the heat, three jurisdictions –
Novato, San Rafael, and Mill Valley, opened up cooling centers with COVID precautions build in place.
Extreme air conditions were another big challenge due the smoke. Novato opened up “clean air spaces.”
These are cooling shelters that have good HVAC and filtration so even if it’s not hot out, people that are
vulnerable can come in for clean air. We are putting more COVID-specific protocols on cooling spaces in
the plans.
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We have also been working on communications with the public, particularly around the fire. We had
maps that were showing what the evacuation warning areas were consistently close to real time where
the fire perimeter was. We were able to provide this and send links to the public with the latest
information using the AlertMarin system. As Supervisor Rodoni said, please get everyone you know to
register for this service. There are a couple of alerting systems out there, but AlertMarin will only be used
if there is an eminent threat of action required. We will only use it for very serious conditions. If you want
information with more acuity, you can register for Nixle, especially if you want to check on road closures.
Lastly, we are working on a consolidated County website so the public can check on current
emergencies. We are working on having one place people can go to instead of checking multiple
websites for information. If needed, the site will direct the public to check out other resources.
Questions:
Peter Mendoza, AFN Representative wanted to point out that the Marin Center for Independent Living
and the California Foundation of Independent Living Centers is working with PG&E and MCE to assist the
disabled population who rely on power operated equipment during PSPS events. We assist people get
batteries, make personal disaster plans, create “go kits” that are unique to the person’s needs. In the rare
case that batteries won’t be enough, we have funding to provide hotel stays and food on a limited basis.
nd
If you would like to find more, go to www.marincil.org/psps. We have a webinar coming up on the 22
and we want to make sure people are prepared. I wanted to recognize OES for all of the great work
they’ve done with COVID and working through the fires.
Adriana Rabkin, Marin VOAD, wanted to know what locations were chosen for the cooling centers and
who made those decisions. Woody answered that we spoke to the jurisdictions and it was based on
heat. Novato was a hot spot, along with San Rafael. There were a number of people that are housed
with medical complications. Locations were determined based on the greatest need.
Ed Schulze, District 5 Representative, commented about the need for auxiliary power for cell towers. I
strongly recommend solar power with a storage battery. It’s a lot safer and stable than using diesel, gas,
or propane powered generators. I hope we are moving forward solar power. Supervisor Rodoni
responded that he did not think one of the Bills went through legislation. I think it will take state legislation
to require cell tower providers to provide enough back up generation.
Supervisor Rodoni also commented that he heard the first Spanish translation for AlertMarin and wanted
to recognize Lorenzo Cordova, from his office, in assisting the EOC with this.
Public Comment:
Eva asked what is being done for those without housing in terms of the smoke. She understood there
were limited cooling stations available. She spoke of an incident where the Novato Police moved a
homeless encampment in Lee Gurner Park and believed it was in violation of the County’s Shelter in
Place Order. Supervisor Rodoni invited the speaker to address this topic at the next Board of
Supervisors meeting, where Dr. Willis and Director McLarin would be present to comment further. He
believed this action was related to decisions made by Health and Human Services and the City of Novato.
Lori, another member of the public, wanted to comment on Eva’s comment. She spoke about a
homeless encampment in her neighborhood of central San Rafael. People from the encampment have
been barbequing and causing concern of fire danger. She stated that the San Rafael Police haven’t been
able to do any enforcement because of the Shelter in Place Order.
Patty, with Age Friendly of Corte Madera, had question if there was a central registry for people who
have issues in the case they needed to evacuate. She asked if it could it be housed through MCIL or
somewhere else. Supervisor Rodoni asked Woody to answer. Woody said that he didn’t think anyone
has put together a registry that functions like this. He said that we have developed a few different things
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that act similarly. HHS has some information. The federal sector has something called a “power
database” that has similar information. Medical services providers can provide some information along
with other agencies such as MCIL that have connections in the community. Supervisor Rodoni added
that there has been a lot of coordination with PG&E with this effort. Woody urged people to register with
PG&E for a medical baseline if they do require assistance. PG&E provides this to OES for this purpose.
4. NEW BUSINESS:
Approval of the CERT In-Person Skills Classes, by Maggie Lang
We are asking for approval of a scheduled small congregate CERT class. W e had a lot of
classes and training for people, but COVID has made this more difficult with classes being
cancelled. As an alternative, we have been introduced to the University of Utah hybrid class,
which is part online and part in person. The in person portion would be in a large room with
a small amount of people. COVID precautions, su ch as social distancing, mask wearing, etc.
will be in place. W e are hoping that Southern Marin CERT will be able to h old this hybrid
course for the County and work as a pilot program. The program would be between twelve
and sixteen hours of online work and eight to ten hours of in-class skills with the guidelines
mentioned. W e are asking for two dates that would provide the in -class skills portion,
th
th
October 17 and November 14 .
Motion: Mendoza / Second: Grant.
AYES: All
st

th

Maggie announced that since September is preparedness month, September 21 to 27 has
been designated as CERT W eek. This is an opportunity to recognize the CERT program in
the county as well as those who have been providing work during COVID. City Councils
have been acknowledging their local CERT groups as well as the Board of Supervisors.
Public comment:
Lori, from the public, said she found out that Michael, the coordinator of the CERT program
for the county, was no longer in this position. She wanted other CERT members to be aware
of this. She was also hoping for another CERT lead like Maggie, to work in other areas of
the county to coordinate efforts. Chris Reilly mentioned that this will be addressed later in
the agenda.

5. OLD BUSINESS:
Status of Grants Administered by Marin County OES
Please email OES at oes@marinsheriff.orq for a copy of the grants report, which was shared at this
meeting by Therese Gorostiza, OES Grants Manager.

CERT Neighborhood Response Group/Emergency Volunteer Center Update, by Chief Jason Weber
The Fire Chiefs worked on a recommendation from one of the PDEP working groups to establish a
countywide coordinator that would manage CERT and coordinate the Get Ready program. Michael, our
last coordinator, is no longer with the County and we are working on finding a replacement to fill this role.
We have been looking at existing program leaders that have certain specialties. We held a conference
call prior to the fire siege to get started, but things have been placed on hold due to the fires. It has been
discussed with the Marin Managers. We are looking at alternatives to carry out these goals.
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Supervisor Rodoni asked that someone follow up with the San Rafael CERT group to coordinate with
them. Chief Weber said that Quinn Gardner, with the City of San Rafael, would be the one to contact.

6. COMMITTEE REPORTS
Public Disaster Education & Preparedness Committee Report
Catherine Way, Marin Council of Mayors & Councilmembers, spoke about a presentation Dr. Lisa
Santora gave in April about COVID testing issues. Angela Nicholson also spoke to PDEP about
Marin Recovers. In August, Tom Jordan from Marin OES, spoke about the DSW work that has been
done with the COVID-19 response. One of the PDEP goals is to formalize the DSW training within the
County and city levels. It was a nice presentation to see how this was being implemented.
In September, Maggie Lang, has been asked to speak about what Southern Marin Disaster Coalition
has been doing, in hopes for a possible model for other regional areas. She will provide information
on the combination of professional staff, such as Fire Chiefs, coordinators within neighborhoods, and
individual neighborhood groups, on how they come together.
Mark Van Gorder from PG&E will speak about their latest PSPS targeting in October.
th

The next PDEP meeting is September 14 from 1pm to 3pm.
Public Comment:
Ann Bauer, a member of the public, wanted to ask about any updates regarding the Emergency
Volunteer Center. Woody responded, saying it was determined there was no need for one, especially
with COVID.

For more information about this committee's activities and copies of the handouts, please email OES
at oes@marinsheriff.orq.

7. ANNOUNCEMENTS/COUNCIL MEMBER ITEMS/ PUBLIC COMMENTS
Ed Schulze, District 5 Representative, asked that the meeting would be adjourned in memory of Peter
Valconesi, a West Marin icon and retired Marin County Firefighter, who recently passed away.
Mike Grant, MCOE, wanted to provide a schools update. As of today, most of the schools are open,
teaching remotely. They have been working closely with Dr. Willis and Dr. Santora and the Public Health
th
team review and process waiver applications. This permits schools to Kindergarten through 6 grade, to
operate, while the County is still in Tier 1. To date, we have received thirty-three waivers, with 15
th
approved by Dr. Willis. These have been forwarded to the State on September 8 . There are another
twelve schools that are under review with the State, for potentially starting next Monday. There are six
more waivers we have received in the last couple of days.
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We have thirty-six special education and alternative education schools that have been operating since
last Tuesday. We have thirty cohorts of about 500 kids that are in site-based instruction, which is a start.
We are closely monitoring our movement into Tier 2. Once we are there, it will be another two to three
weeks to entertain the possibility of returning to site-based instruction.
In addition for the schools that are in operation this week, we now have a conflict between COVID-19 and
air quality about activities the kids can participate in, whether to keep the doors closed, etc. He wanted to
thank HHS and Public Health, for instructing their staff on how to keep their students and staff as safe as
possible.
The MCOE family has been scheduled for flu shots. He also encouraged people to register for the Great
th
Shake Out on October 15 . They have also been working with FireSafe Marin on a virtual remote
th
learning for Get Ready 5 Grade program.
Adriana Rabkin, Marin VOAD, reported that they continue to assist in the County’s response and are
distributing and coordinating food distribution. They were ready to assist with the West Marin
evacuations, though not needed, and assisted with food distribution for those who evacuated. We
continue to communicate with community groups for any assistance they need for recovery efforts.
We have been helping coordinate mask distribution within lower income communities in Marin City, San
Rafael, the Canal, and Novato. We are now working directly with the Canal COVID outreach and
prevention team, which consists of HHS, the hospitals, and some Canal community based organizations.
In addition to the mask efforts, we’ve added Census information. As masks were being handed out, we
check with people to make sure they’ve completed the Census. If not, we provided bilingual information if
they needed help filling out the Census.
We have been working with Whistlestop Wheels and HHS to assist Marin CIL distribute PPE for older
adults and those with access and functional needs. We’ve assisted with twelve different housing sites
across Marin. We are also working on distributing emergency food boxes, with Adult Services and HHS.
VOAD is co-facilitating a weekly public health update with a team from HHS. We are coordinating with all
of the community based organizations so nonprofits have direct access to what’s happening in the
County.
Lastly, we are working on a communication plan for when telecommunications are down.
Catherine and Woody thanked Adriana and VOAD for their efforts so far. Peter Mendoza also thanked
VOAD for their assistance and said that Marin CIL was very grateful. Marin CIL sheltered three
individuals because of the Woodward Fire. VOAD assisted food resources for them.
Maggie Lang wanted to speak about remote training that Southern Marin has been doing. We have
been able to do monthly block captain orientations online. It helps inform the block captains what their
role is and how to reach out to residents. We have had about twenty to twenty-five potential block
captains at each of these orientations. We’ve also provided radio training with walkie-talkies since block
captains use these in emergencies. The trainings have been well received.
We have been doing “living room chats” with people, discussing basic emergency preparedness, but this
time using Zoom. Our recently chat had seventy-seven people in attendance.

8. ADJOURN:
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Being no further business, the Chair asked for a Motion to Adjourn the Meeting at 4:37 PM in
memory of Peter Valconesi. Motion: All in favor.

9. CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the minutes of the Marin
Operational Area Disaster and Citizen Corps Council meeting, held on September 10, 2020.

______________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Therese Gorostiza, Office of Emergency Services
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